Pakistan are dismissed for 273, a deficit of 310 runs; England fast bowler Anderson two wickets shy of 600-wicket haul

England enforce follow-on despite defiant Azhar ton

Pakistan are dismissed for 273, a deficit of 310 runs; England fast bowler Anderson two wickets shy of 600-wicket haul

Pakistan's Azhar Ali (right) plays a shot as England's Jos Buttler keeps wicket on the third day of the third Test at the Ageas Bowl in Southampton, United Kingdom, yesterday. AFP

As the two forced each other wide, Oliveira joined them. He took advantage of Suzuki's Johan Zarco's aimless right-footed effort and immediately tried to find his way around the bike, finding a front wheel on the bike in the process.

The interruption cost Suzuki's Johan Zarco an opening-stand bonus, while the bike could be the last vehicle to be able to take part in the competition for the second time. Oliveira made the most of it and was looking to get the best possible start from起点 for the second race.

During his innings, Azhar became the first batsman to score 15,000 Test runs in a single match. After a stormy start, he was eventually dismissed for 152, leaving the scores 1-0. Both sides played out a drawn second Test at Southampton, England, in fading light but amid the sight of the crowd.

The only bowlers to have taken 50 or more Test wickets were Anil Kumble (619) from India and Shane Warne (708) from Australia. Muttiah Muralitharan (800) fared well, but he would have been more low had not three catches been dropped off the 38-year-old's bowling with the new ball.

After England captain Joe Root had rapped the Alle-wiss on the stump, the umpires decided the fading light was not suitable for Pakistan to show. England thought they had Azhar, but he had already been dismissed, and the Aga Khan Foundation won.

The left-hander, a distinctive figure thanks to his open stance, began his innings with a four-ball duck in the first innings. Azhar, who would have had three wickets but he would have been more low had not three catches been dropped off the 38-year-old's bowling with the new ball.
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Australians Australian David Warner who finished six runs yesterday (APF) ‘Super-fit’ Australia ready to hit ground running in India

‘The reason we’re taking 21 is so we can play some good practice games over there’

SOUTH AFRICA

See Smith will miss the toss and from the spectacle. Australia’s Cricket Team will face the England Team in the first Test Match. The Grand Slam winner in 2005, the India Tour will face the England Team on home soil in 2022.

A woman with a baseball bat in her hand is walking in the street.

‘I congratulate Zaheer, Jacques and Lisa on their inclusion, they’ve come a long way, haven’t they?’

A woman with a baseball bat in her hand is walking in the street.

‘Smith who captained the team will travel to Australia for the ICC Men’s T20 World Cup, which was originally scheduled for the UAE and New Zealand in 2021. Australia will host the T20 World Cup 2022.’

A woman with a baseball bat in her hand is walking in the street.

‘I felt privileged and truly humbled to be inducted into the ICC Cricket Hall of Fame of the class of 2011’ said Zaheer, a former president of the global governing body and the only cricketer from his country to have achieved the honor.

A woman with a baseball bat in her hand is walking in the street.
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‘Three one-day internationals and four Tests, would be a real issue. It’s going to be manpower short which is why we’re taking 21. The reason we’re taking 21 is so we can play some good practice games over there’

A woman with a baseball bat in her hand is walking in the street.

‘I would love to still have the advice,‘ he said. ‘I would love to still have the advice,‘ he said. ‘I would love to still have the advice,‘ he said.
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**FOOTBALL / LIGUE 1**

Kovac starts Monaco reign with Reims comeback draw

"I was shocked, after two shots we conceded two goals. But the reaction was good."}

Kovac, who left Bayern Munich for the Principality, was appointed as the new coach of Monaco in recent days. He led the side to a 1-1 draw against Reims on Saturday, which was a satisfactory result considering the circumstances.

"Of course, it was a bit of a shock for the players and the staff to see me on the bench," Kovac said after the match. "But I was very happy with the way they played and the way they reacted after conceding the first goal."
Ceperin considers future 'final eight' format for CLeague

‘If it is one match, if one team scores then the other has to score as soon as possible’

The current format is locked in place contractually until 2023-24 but discussions are due to begin later this year on the structure for the competition next season.

CONGESTED CALENDAR

The tournament was played over ten days and closing the season in the congested international calendar would be detrimental to clubs, players and the competition itself, Ceferin stated.

'The format we have now is not ideal, but we have to do what we can,' Ceferin admitted. 'But I do not think we can change it. We could do it for one year, maybe even give it a try. But it is too difficult to do it.'

More exciting matches for fans

'When this crazy situation ends,' Ceferin added, 'we will have to discuss these sorts of issues again.'

Ceferin expressed his concerns about the 'final eight' tournament and the demand to play in one city.

'With the current format, you play in one city; if you play in two, you have to travel,' he said. 'It's almost like playing two matches in one.'

He concluded: 'If you have to play two matches in one city, you have to travel to the other city and it's like playing two matches in one.'

Germany World Cup hero Goetze — without a club — honoured by region

Parma soccer manager D'Aversa after loss of ‘mutual enthusiasm’

Parma have dismissed coach Roberto D'Aversa, after seven months in charge, following poor results and a 1-0 loss at Empoli.

D'Aversa was dismissed in an item of business at the Parma board meeting. The club is now looking for a new manager.

Parma were 11th in the Serie A table before the suspension of the league due to the coronavirus pandemic and have not won a league game since February 1.

“Mutual enthusiasm’

Parma's sporting director Oliver Bierhoff said: ‘We have decided to part ways with Roberto D'Aversa and look for a coach with new ideas and a different style of play.'

GOETZE

Parma sacked D'Aversa after loss of ‘mutual enthusiasm’

Germany World Cup hero Goetze — without a club — honoured by region

SPOTTLIGHT

A "final eight" format would mean that the top 12 teams in Europe's most successful women's club competition would meet in the knockout round, with four teams advancing to the semifinals.

Ceferin said: "When you have a final eight, you have more dramatic matches and more exciting matches for fans."
James and Davis dominate Blazers, Bucks beat Magic

THERE ARE NO EGOS. WE WANT BOTH OF US TO SUCCEED.

Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder Cody Bellinger in action against the Colorado Rockies during the first inning of the 2020 MLB Playoffs at AdventHealth Arena. (USA TODAY Sports)

**SPORTS**

**NBA**

**Stars smother Avalanche to win opening game**

A generous Khris Middleton added 17 points twice in the final period. But after the Pacers made it a one-point game with four minutes remaining, the Heat closed the game with a 13-6 scoring run to clinch a 124-115 victory.

**NHL**

**Colorado Avalanche in Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Playoffs**

The Avalanche scored its third goal on 10 shots. Backup Pavel Francouz stopped 18 of the 20 shots he faced.

**MLB**

**Bellinger's HR ends it as Dodgers top Rockies**

Cody Bellinger hit a home run with two outs in the top of the ninth inning and drove in all four runs as the Dodgers defeated the Rockies 6-2 on Monday night.

**AP**
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Warholm sets new European record at Stockholm DL

The perfect description of our relationship would be raw, tough love...

Although, we have received indication from the NFL that they are investigating irregularities from the same New Jersey lab that conducted prior testing, the team announced yesterday.

The league said other labs used to process multiple individual presumptive positive results as false positives, “the Bears said in a statement.

The move comes two days after the team announced yesterday.

Pro Bowl safety Earl Thomas, who played high school in Baltimore, for the Ravens organisation.

I like it like this. Last year he told me I needed to work on this and that. It was tough but I needed to do it. I think I needed to do it. I think the competition is good. It made me better. I had a harder time. I think I needed to do it. I think the competition is good.

The change to the Bar at the end of a 513–543 metre race over 12 laps from Graf to Miller, with罡120s.

We followed additional NFL-NFLPA protocols and directed self-isolation for those who tested positive and others as appropriate even though they all remain asymptomatic.

The NFL also said Davis of the Los Angeles Rams tested positive for COVID-19.

Warholm said eight players, three staff members and Thomas issued a statement of thanks for everyone else who played a role earlier.

The study also found that Thomas was due to make a second 2022 national team announcement.

Warholm said six players missed practice but were not expected to be affected by the Baltimore Ravens,

Yard. The Bears said in a statement.

The team is also diligently reviewing proximity data for contact tracing and instruction that they are investigating irregularities from the same New Jersey lab that conducted prior testing.

The team is also diligently reviewing proximity data for contact tracing and instruction that they are investigating irregularities from the same New Jersey lab that conducted prior testing,

Alberto Contador, 36, Sanchez, 36, and Rafal Majka, 31, have all tested positive on Saturday and been placed on the NFL-NFLPA’s list of players who test positive or who have close contact with someone who tests positive twice this season.
**GOLF**

**Johnson soars to five-stroke PGA lead on eagle wings**

The 36-year-old American fired a seven-under par 64 to follow up his stunning 60 on Friday and stand on 22-under 191 after 54 holes at TPC Boston.

Dustin Johnson hit his tee shot on the 16th hole during the third round of The Northern Trust golf tournament at TPC of Boston on Saturday, Picture: Mark Vergauwen/USA TODAY Sports

**BOTTOMLINE**

Japan athletes give Tokyo Olympic stadium a test run

**SPORT**

**FOCUS**

Paralympics must ‘guarantee’ no coronavirus: IPC

**SPOTLIGHT**

Popov becomes first German to win women’s major at British Open

Sophia Popov becomes the first German to win a women’s major at the British Open, after competing on the Symetra Tour in the US.

**W**

James Parsons said current social distancing protocols have said the Games will not have one single case?

**Japan athletes give Tokyo Olympic stadium a test run**

Japan's top athletes put the new Tokyo Olympic stadium through its paces as a crutch meet yesterday ahead of the Games next year. But the athletes were locked inside as a three-month long test run of the stadium was halted amid the coronavirus pandemic.

The televised competition was held behind closed doors, with both athletes and a few hundred journalists and officials in attendance at the 60,000-seat venue, which has been under construction work since April 2019.

High jumpers put the Golden Grand Prix 2020 meet under way as an eight-man mixed and seven-woman mixed relay team.

The jumpers however had no spectators to ask for good luck, as the Games have been postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

**J**

Dustin Johnson hit his tee shot on the 16th hole during the third round of The Northern Trust golf tournament at TPC of Boston on Saturday, Picture: Mark Vergauwen/USA TODAY Sports

**D**

Japan athletes give Tokyo Olympic stadium a test run

A golden year for Japanese athletes as they give Tokyo Olympic stadium a test run.

Japan’s top athletes put the new Tokyo Olympic stadium through its paces as a crutch meet yesterday ahead of the Games next year. But the athletes were locked inside as a three-month long test run of the stadium was halted amid the coronavirus pandemic.

The televised competition was held behind closed doors, with both athletes and a few hundred journalists and officials in attendance at the 60,000-seat venue, which has been under construction work since April 2019.

High jumpers put the Golden Grand Prix 2020 meet under way as an eight-man mixed and seven-woman mixed relay team.

The jumpers however had no spectators to ask for good luck, as the Games have been postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic.
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**SPORT**

**Tennis**

**VENUS GAUFF MAKES WINNING START**

**USA TODAY SPORTS**

Venus, Gauff ousted in Open tune-up

By SARA RABALD

**NEW YORK**

By Sara Rabald

Elise Mertens and Victoria Azarenka advanced in hot and humid conditions on Saturday, setting up a second-round date with German fifth seed Alexander Zverev at the US Open. They were among the first seeds to be used for the US Open, which starts on August 31.

Mertens was the 2012 US Open as the second-seeded player, and Azarenka, who is now ranked 12th, claimed a point on her fifth title of 2012. Ties 18-20, 3 in the second round of the first set, will continue on the US Open schedule.

A

Group of Young Advocates embark on life-changing football development programme... Generation Amazing’s new Youth Advocates begin their football-for-good journey

**SPOTLIGHT**

Generation Amazing’s new Youth Advocates begin their football-for-good journey

By NADIA AL-KHORSHID

Humid conditions... Murray rallied from 2-5 down in the first set tiebreaker to gain the upper hand.

Brian Murray made a triumphant ATP comeback on Saturday, defeating Frances Tiafoe 6-1, 6-3 in his first match of 2020 at the Western & Southern Open.

The 35-year-old Scot said he missed the boost that fans can provide, and he had to make up for some of that by trading in forehand with Tiafoe for the US Open to energise himself with fist pumps.

“That helped a lot,” he said. “I really wanted to withdraw because of the lack of that... Murray was left to make up for the fans with fist pumps.

Brian Murray had the distinction of being the first seed to be allotted a first-round date with German fifth seed Alexander Zverev at the US Open on Saturday, defeating Frances Tiafoe 6-1, 6-3 in his first match of 2020 at the Western & Southern Open.

The 35-year-old Scot said he missed the boost that fans can provide, and he had to make up for some of that by trading in forehand with Tiafoe for the US Open to energise himself with fist pumps.
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